Just 1 piece of this toolkit could
boost your sales 10%.

There are 7.
Abandoned cart automations can recover 10% (in some cases, much more) of your
missed sales. 


This toolkit will give you abandoned cart automations — but you’re also about to see
holiday trends for 2020, get an exact timeline that shows you when you need to
prepare, and see email examples, coupon examples, and 18 automations that you
can take and use right away. 


Everything you need for a great holiday season.

What’s inside:
1. 5 Black Friday 2020 trends and predictions
2. Your Black Friday preparation calendar
3. A 3 step abandoned cart series to improve cart recovery
4. 18 ecommerce automations you can use right now
5. 10 of the best Black Friday email examples to inspire your holiday marketing
6. Email coupons: types, best practices, and everything else you need to know
7. What you need to integrate ecommerce platforms with ActiveCampaign
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5 Black Friday 2020 trends and
predictions
Black Friday is Dead, Black Friday is Officially Over, and Covid is Killing Retail! We’ve
all seen the glorified headlines invoking fear and quite frankly I’m sick of them. Why
focus on the doom and gloom when the world desperately needs a shot of optimism
and hope?


Sure 2020 has been a terrible year, no one’s discounting or denying that. It’s going to
be a Black Friday unlike anything we’ve seen before, but with challenges comes
opportunity and there’s no one more resilient than the small business owner and
entrepreneur.


The biggest opportunity is to prepare accordingly and for many this means kicking
your digital transformation efforts into high gear. Not only are Black Friday and Cyber
Week going to be a test of your organization’s ability to scale, but also Increased
competition. This means it’s critical to deliver an amazing customer experience to
keep your hard-earned customers coming back.
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The good news:
• According to Gallup and the National Retail Federation, the historical holiday trend
of consumers spending more YoY as a whole, even when they profess they will
spend less, applies even in a year of crisis.
• Consumers will likely have more discretionary income as they forego holiday
plans. We’ve all seen plenty of examples of this with the trend of strange and
unnecessary things people are buying during lockdown.

The not so good news:
• There is going to be increased competition as digital transformation gets a
jumpstart across all retail verticals and small businesses.
• Consumers are less confident with the current economy and less likely to make

expensive purchases.
So how can we make the most of the upcoming cyber week opportunity? Here are
the top trends to get ahead of in order to be prepared for Black Friday, Small
Business Saturday, and of course Cyber Week 2020. We’ve also included some bold
predictions as to how it’s going to look and the actions you can take to come out on
top during what’s sure to be a roller coaster ride.


Let’s dive in, shall we?
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Trend: eCommerce will dominate the retail

landscape
Prediction: According to eMarketer, eCommerce sales are already up year over year
and are expected to remain elevated throughout the holidays across retail
categories. Although consumers are less confident with the current economy and
less likely to be buying high ticket items, there’s still a tremendous amount of
opportunity for everything else. 


Action to take: Improved online setups should be in place not only for the online
shopping frenzy at our doorstep, but also in preparation for a possible second wave
and potential further lockdown measures. It’s critical to have the ability to scale, not
only during Black Friday and Cyber Monday, but all year round. This means not only
upgrading your eCommerce platform but also ensuring that your customers have a
brilliant experience and keep coming back. Multi-channel, SMS reminders, email
marketing: what’s going to be your shopping cart strategy to maximize sales?
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Trend: Adapting to new consumer
behaviors
Prediction: McKinsey reports that 77 percent of Americans have tried new shopping
behaviors during the crisis (up from 76% in late July), including new methods,
brands, and places, to stick with them in the long-term. Also, with safety and
convenience top of mind for consumers, Buy-Online-Pickup-In-Store (BOPIS)
options will become critical.


Action to take: If you’d typically expect foot traffic to drive your holiday sales, be
prepared to try advertising on new channels as more consumers avoid main street.
Is Facebook or Instagram part of your channel strategy? Now is the perfect time to
experiment as consumers are trying new things and potentially open to foregoing
loyalty and switching to a new brand. Also, be prepared for a surge after shipping
cutoffs for BOPIS.
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Trend: “Early bird” holiday shoppers
Prediction: Savvy spenders will start looking for deals as soon as they drop.
Increased opportunity to drive sales outside of peak time and to get creative outside
of dominant advertisers.


Action to take: It’s never too early to start planning for Cyber Week, and we’ve put
together a calendar that maps out the perfect timeline for mapping your efforts. Why
not try a test campaign or two a bit earlier to get a feeling for how early your
prospects will start responding?
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Trend: Staying on top of microtrends
Prediction: Staying on top of short-term shifts in behavior as consumers adapt to
lockdown is key. During the pandemic, Microsoft has found some very interesting
micro-trends within specific categories. For example, the microtrend for fitness is
around home exercise machines. For apparel, there are spikes in searches for
loungewear and sportswear, and they’ve also found similar patterns within home and
garden and personal care (skin, hair, and body) as we look to improve our living
spaces and take care of ourselves.


Action to take: Targeted campaigns and proper segmentation will be key here. In
addition, dynamic search ads and retargeting will be critical to success.
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Trend: Christmas arrives early
Prediction: The holidays will hit retail at the earliest point in history, as consumers
seek a bit of good tidings and joy. Pumpkin Spice Lattes showed up early, Christmas
trees are out at Costco, and we have already seen our fair share of pandemic-themed
holiday decorations and ideas.


Action to take: It’s ok to bust out the holiday music in October. It’s been a lousy
year, and many of us want to dive right into the joys of the holiday. Help them capture
the magic by playing into this with cheeky messaging around your social channels,
newsletters, and email marketing. It’s time to add a bit of holiday cheer and decking
of the halls to all the creatives associated with your online presence.

One last note for Black Friday and Cyber Week: messaging. Think
about adjusting your current messaging and copy to reflect the current
environment. As the pandemic continues, it isn’t easy to ascertain
what your customers or prospects are going through. Tweaking your
messaging to show empathy can go a long way in humanizing not only
your brand but for your campaigns as well.
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Your Black Friday preparation calendar
OCT
10
OCT
20
OCT
27

Segment your contact list. Who will you target for your Black Friday
campaign? Use purchase history, engagement, and persona data to
identify your highest priority segments.
Target your segments with social media ads. Where do your potential
customers hang out? Use filters and targeting tools to get your products
in front of your target audience.
Optimize your eCommerce store for mobile. Is your site optimized for
mobile users? More consumers are purchasing via mobile than ever
before, test your site’s mobile presentation to ensure you don’t lose out
on ~50% of consumers!
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NOV
1
NOV
10
nov
20
nov
27
DE

C

10

Test and send your announcement email. Does the email look like it’s
supposed to? Make sure everything is spelled and formatted correctly
before you push that button, don’t let a grammatical error stand in the
way of your amazing offer!
Create abandoned cart automations. How can you reclaim some of that
lost revenue? Somewhere between 7 and 8 out of 10 consumers abandon
their shopping carts before converting — don’t let them off the hook, send
them a reminder.
Plan for common customer experience interactions. How will you
handle an influx of customer service needs? Draft pre-written responses
to common inquiries like shipping & billing issues and returns, and create
a protocol for everything else!
Launch. You crushed it. Black Friday 2020 is in the books. What did you
learn? Gather your data and insights to make your next campaign even
better.
ollow up with engaged contacts. Why not reach out to the contacts
who showed interest in your Black Friday campaign one more time? The
holidays aren’t over! Send an email to the contacts who purchased,
almost purchased, or engaged — remind them of what they want!
F
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A 3 Step abandoned cart series to improve
cart recovery
77% of online shopping carts are abandoned. That’s more than three-quarters. It’s 6
slices of an 8-slice pizza.


When a website visitor puts an item into their cart, they announce their interest.
They tell you that they’re just a single step away from buying—but there are a lot of
things that can go wrong before that single step.


Why do customers abandon carts?
•
•
•
•

Distractions
Price
They were just browsing
They changed their mind

•
•
•
•
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They forget they have a cart
Comparison shopping
Confusion
Barriers to checkout

Abandoned cart emails are a super effective way to improve cart recovery and sales.
Research from Moosend shows that abandoned cart emails have an average open
rate of 43%. Average clickthrough rate is 21%. Half of those people make a
purchase.


That means that a single abandoned cart email could convert 10% of the people it’s
sent to into customers.


But what if you sent more than one?


Nowadays, a single abandoned cart email is table stakes for ecommerce. If you don’t
prompt people to recover their carts, you’re basically leaving money on the table.


At the same time, there’s a lot to be said for sending more than one email.

If you exist in the world, you know that it’s easy to miss an email. (If you don’t exist
in the world, please find me and explain how you’re reading this).


Inboxes are crowded. People are busy. Abandoned cart emails are effective, but a
43% open rate still means that 57% of people aren’t opening them.


An abandoned cart series of more than one reminder email gives you more chances
to reach people. It lets you try a few different ways to persuade them, and provides
opportunities to make additional offers.
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A 3-email abandoned cart series to
recover customers
Using multiple abandoned cart emails gives you more opportunities to win back
some customers.


It also means you can try a few different tactics to improve cart recovery.
• Experiment with the timing
• Use loss aversion
• Use social proof

• Fun personality
• Product shots
• Coupon codes

Not every potential customer responds to the same message. Multiple emails give
you more chances to resonate, even if the automation is really simple.
Contact abandons a cart from any integration

Send email “IT’S DISAPPEARING AH!”

Send email “Oh No Your Stuff!”

Wait for 3 days

Wait for 1 day

Send email “THIS COUPON CAN SAVE IT!”

GOAL: Cart Recovered

Simple, but effective



I recommend a three-email abandoned cart series to help you recover customers.
Each email has a different goal, different timing, and a different thing to test.
Black friday toolkit
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Email 1: The one hour email
Your potential customer got distracted. Your checkout was confusing. They left to go
comparison shop.


For some reason, they left their cart behind. The faster you can get them to recover,
the more likely you are to get them to buy.


The one hour email is your first line of defense once a cart has been abandoned.


Can you guess how long you should wait before sending it?


If you guessed “one hour,” you might just be a pretty smart cookie.


Following up quickly is important.


What should go into the one hour email?
• A simple reminder
• Product shots
• A single call to action
In this first email, there’s no need to get fancy. It’s tempting to throw in related
products, coupons, or some kind of jazzy image. Because this is an abandoned cart
series, you’ll have time for that stuff later—right now, you just need to remind them
of what they’re missing.
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Loss aversion is a strong tactic to use for this first abandoned cart email. Check out
this example from Sumo.

Source: Sumo, via Copy Hackers
Instead of just reminding you of the benefits of their product, Sumo really makes you
feel the pain of missing out on its benefits.


Loss aversion is a powerful psychological principle. It doesn’t always have positive
effects, especially if overused, but abandoned cart emails are one of the best times
to use it.


I recommend trying it out in your one hour email.
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Email 2: One day later
You know the movie 28 days later? Well this next email is comin’ at you 24 hours
later.


There are a lot of reasons someone might have missed the 1 hour later email. Maybe
they left work, and you have their work email. Maybe they were in the middle of
other stuff. Maybe they were shopping at night, and just went to sleep!


In walks email two.


With email two, you start to have some more possibilities.
• Did someone open your first email, but not convert? Play with the email content.
• Did someone fail to open your first email entirely? Consider re-sending your first
email with a different subject line?
I’ll assume for the moment that your customer opened your first email, but didn’t
convert. Either way, it’s easy to set up your automation to treat openers and
non-openers differently.


If someone saw your first abandoned cart email but wasn’t convinced, it’s time to
switch up your tactics. Simple reminders, loss aversion, and product shots weren’t
playing? Time to take it to the next level.


Here are a few things you might consider trying:
• Social proof in the form of customer testimonials
• Highlighting a different benefit
• Offering a guarantee to reduce risk

Black friday toolkit
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Take a look at how Dollar Shave Club uses a guarantee to make their offer less risky.

Source: Dollar Shave Club, via Really Good Emails
Any time anyone considers a purchase, there’s a crucial doubt floating around in
their head: “what if this doesn’t work?”


Social proof and a refund guarantee make trying out your product a no-brainer. If
loss aversion and benefits weren’t enough, this second email might be able to get
the conversion.
Black friday toolkit
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Email 3: 3-5 days down the line
Well. Here we are. Still no customer.


Your visitor has gotten TWO abandoned cart emails and still hasn’t become a
customer. 3-5 days later, it’s time to follow up one more time.


Why is this the last email in the abandoned cart series? Why not keep sending more
and more emails until your contact succumbs to your mighty powers of persuasion
(or unsubscribes)?


Chances are, if someone abandons a cart and ignores three abandoned cart emails,
they’ve decided against making a purchase. Whether they weren’t all that interested
in the first place or decided to go another direction, you don’t want to keep
spamming them…or they might mark your emails as spam.


But before you give up, you’ve got one last trick up your sleeve.

A coupon.


Coupons can be tricky. You don’t usually want to put a coupon earlier in your
abandoned cart series, because people will quickly learn that abandoning their carts
is a quick way to save a few bucks.


If you use coupons too aggressively, you train people to wait for sales before buying.


But after 3-5 days, you’ve probably converted all the people who were super duper
interested in your products. A 10-15% off coupon might just be enough to send
some of the other over the edge.
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Source: Winc, via Really Good Emails
Winc offers $20 off for new members who abandon their carts. This is a clever way to
increase first time buyers (the first step in getting repeat business), without
encouraging repeat customers to game the system by abandoning their carts.


Because this is the final email, it’s another good time to sprinkle in a bit of loss
aversion. This loss aversion has one of the most powerful marketing drivers behind
it—it’s true. Because this is the last email, it really is your prospect’s last chance to
get the product they abandoned.


Offer them a coupon. Put a time limit. Tell them to grab up their products before they
disappear.
Black friday toolkit
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Conclusion: Use Goals to track results and
reward customers
If someone recovers their cart after one email, you probably don’t want to keep
sending them abandoned cart emails. You can use a goal step to prevent people
from getting emails that aren’t relevant to them.


When a contact recovers their cart, a Goal step will track their success. You might
consider sending a different thank you email to people who successfully recover
their carts.


Here’s some silly copy thought up by my Friday-afternoon brain.


“Phew! It was touch and go there for a while. The distraction gremlins of the Internet
almost whisked your cart into the ether…net – but you managed to steal it back. Here’s
a 15% off coupon for your next purchase, in honor of your victory.”


Once someone recovers an abandoned cart, they’re a customer. And you can use the
information you have to strategically target them with upsells, cross-sells, and
relevant offers.


All because you decided to keep pushing after the first email failed.
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Contact makes a purchase from any Deep Data integration

Wait for 2 days

Send an email “Cross Sell Email” (currently a draft)

Wait for 1 week

18 ecommerce automations you can use
right now
How can you use automation in your ecommerce business? This guide will show you
7 areas of your business that you can automate — to get results like recovering
$30,000 in lost sales or making $100,000 in revenue with a single campaign.


Most importantly, you’ll get 18 automation recipes that you can import and use right
away to automate each of these 7 areas of your ecommerce business.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Recover revenue with abandoned cart emails and automations
Use segmentation to make more sales
Win-back campaigns that keep customers coming back
Show your products in emails or automations
Reward your loyal customers with discounts and special offers
Nurture leads and build strong customer loyalty with lead scoring and emails
Send automated ecommerce upsell and cross-sell campaigns to your customers
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1. Recover revenue with abandoned cart
emails and automations
Over 75% of people abandon their shopping carts online. In your ecommerce store,
that means that 3 out of every 4 people who add something to their cart leave
without completing a purchase.


Abandoned carts mean lost revenue. (This free abandoned cart calculator shows you
how much abandoned carts cost you — and how much money you could recover by
adding an abandoned cart email.)

If 6,000 shoppers come to your site each month, your average product costs $20, and
you see an average conversion rate of 2.4%, you’re probably losing over $11k per
month on abandoned carts.


If your checkout is top-notch and you don’t think your customers are confused, it’s
time to bring in reinforcements: Abandoned cart emails and automations!
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How do abandoned cart email
automations work?
Abandoned cart automations let you automatically reach out to contacts who
abandon their carts. These abandoned cart reminders help you bring shoppers back
to your site — and convert them to customers.


If it’s a shopper’s first time abandoning their cart, you can even offer them a special
deal to recover the cart. This creates an opportunity to convert first-time shoppers to
customers.

Convert first-time shoppers to customers with this automation. Offer first-time cart
abandoners a special deal to complete their purchase. Get the First Time Abandon
Cart Hook Automation Recipe here.
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Marketing automation makes it easy to set up abandoned cart emails — and once
you set them up, they work in the background. You can set it and forget it. And while
the average ecommerce email open rate is around 15%, abandoned cart emails have
a nearly 45% open rate, making them one of the most effective ecommerce
marketing automations you can use.


Plus, 21% of all cart abandonment emails are clicked, and 50% of those clicks lead
to a recovered purchase back on site.

Abandoned cart email best practices
Use your abandoned cart emails to remind people why they put your product in their
cart in the first place. What makes your product awesome? What benefits or value
can you highlight in your abandoned cart email content?


A series of 2 or 3 abandoned cart emails can work better than just 1. Morrow Audio
sends a series of 2 abandoned cart emails to shoppers. The results?
• A 26% conversion rate (almost 3x the average)
• Recovered $30,000(!) via an automated series of 2 abandoned cart emails
Use your emails to let customers know that a certain item is low in stock or to trigger
some FOMO (fear of missing out). People care more about what they might lose than
about what they will gain. This is called loss aversion: the psychological
phenomenon in which people prefer avoiding losses to acquiring gains.
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Recover abandoned carts on Black Friday (or any time) with this automation. When a
customer abandons their cart, automatically enter them into an abandoned cart email
series. Get the Black Friday: Abandoned Cart Email Series Automation Recipe here.
Here are 5 more tips for creating abandoned cart emails that bring customers back:
1 Build a well-crafted subject line: 64% of people decide if they will open an email
based on the subject line
2 Give a clear call-to-action (CTA): Avoid words like “buy” or “pay” in your
abandoned cart CTAs. These are “high-friction” words. A gentler CTA like “return
to your cart” gets people to take the next step (clicking) before the sale.
3 Show off your product: People might not remember what products had them
clicking the “add to cart” button. Use product photos to showcase exactly what
your customer left in their cart.
se social proof: 91% of people read online reviews. In your abandoned cart
email, highlight positive reviews of the product that your contact left in their cart.
Optimize for mobile: 61% of all emails are opened and read on mobile devices.

4 U

5
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2. Use segmentation to make more sales
Segmentation is one of the key ingredients in ecommerce marketing automation.
Segmentation means grouping your contacts based on their characteristics or the
actions they take.


When you segment, you get more sales because you’re offering people products they
already want — and you can reach them at the moments they’re most likely to buy.


You can segment your contacts based on almost anything, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Their average order value
Their location
The total dollar value of their purchases
How many orders they’ve placed
Which items they’ve purchased
Whether they abandoned their shopping cart
How long it’s been since their last order
Which products they viewed more than once on your site
How many times they’ve visited your online store
Their loyalty rewards program status
When they last interacted with your email content

When you target the right people, you get better conversion rates, retain more
customers, and see higher revenue.
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How does segmentation work in
ecommerce marketing automation?
You can segment your contacts with lists, tags, and custom fields.


Lists are a broad form of segmentation and usually indicate a contact’s status:
active, customer vs. non-customer, newsletter subscriber, etc. If you have 2 different
newsletters that customers can sign up for, you would create 2 different lists and
segment your contacts accordingly.


A tag indicates contact attributes that are time-sensitive or subject to change; things
like product interest, event attendee, or loyalty program member.


A custom field is a specific data point within a contact’s profile. Examples of custom
fields are last purchase date, favorite color, Twitter handle, last email engagement
date… pretty much any data point you want to collect about a customer can be
stored in a custom field.


Here are a few ways you can use lists, tags, and custom fields in your ecommerce
marketing automations:
• Automatically start a welcome series when a contact subscribes to a certain list
• Send targeted content to different contacts based on a tag. For example, if a
contact is tagged as interested in a certain product, send them an email campaign
focused on that product.
• Use custom fields to fill in contact details in your email content. This lets you
personalize your emails while still automating your campaigns.
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When a contact subscribes to a list, automatically enter them into a welcome email
series with this automation. Get the Welcome Series Automation Recipe here.


Segmentation plays a big role in nearly every ecommerce marketing automation
workflow or campaign. When you send the right message to the right people at the
right time, you can make more sales and build customer loyalty.

3. Win-back campaigns that keep
customers coming back
A win-back email campaign is a series of targeted, personalized emails you send to
customers who haven’t engaged with your content or purchased from your
ecommerce store for a while.


The goal of win-back campaigns is to get your contacts to interact with your email
content and buy from your online store again. Win-back email campaigns are also
called re-engagement email campaigns.
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Why do win-back campaigns matter? Why focus on winning back a customer who
hasn’t shown interest in your content or products in a while? Win-back campaigns
are important for your ecommerce business because it costs 5 times more to get a
new customer than to retain a current customer — so re-engaging lapsed customers
saves your business money.

How to choose which contacts get a
win-back campaign
In addition to saving you money, automating your win-back campaigns saves you
time. You don’t have to keep track of when your contacts last bought your product or
clicked on your emails — automation can do that for you.


You can use segmentation to target customers based on the last time a contact
engaged with your content or visited your online store. This is called engagement
tracking. You can also track a customer’s last purchase date with purchase tracking.

This two-part automation tags your customers when they engage, stay active, or
become inactive — so you can track their engagement at scale. Get Part 1:
Engagement Tagging Automation Recipe here.
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The second half of the engagement tagging automation recipe tracks your customers’
engagement with your content or store so that they can be tagged accordingly. Get
Part 2: Engagement Tagging Automation Recipe here.
When you use engagement and purchase tracking, you can trigger win-back email
automations when a customer hits a certain point of disengagement — like 6 months
since their last purchase, or 3 months since they clicked through one of your emails
to your site.
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How to schedule an automated win-back
email campaign
Here’s an example of how to schedule your win-back email campaign for your
ecommerce store:
1 Send your first email about 3 months after your customer’s last interaction. Track
their engagement with the email. Do they open the email, click a link, or
(hopefully) make a purchase?
2 Send your follow-up emails in a drip campaign that’s spread equally between your
first and last email — that’s usually an email every 1-2 months
3 Send your last email when your customers are historically shown to be completely
disengaged. If that point is at 9 months of inactivity, you have 6 months from your
first email to win them back. Once they pass the cut-off point, remove them from
your email list.

If a contact hasn’t engaged with your content or online store in a while, this
automation automatically enters them into a re-engagement email campaign — so
you can win-back disengaged customers. Get the Send a Re-engagement Campaign
After Inactivity Automation Recipe here.
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4. Show your products in emails or
automations
When you only have seconds to make an impression on someone who opens your
emails, a visual is a powerful attention pull.


The average email attention span has increased by 7% between 2011 and 2016, but
it’s still only (on average) about 11 seconds. How do you get people to click on your
email call-to-action before the last *tick* of those 11 seconds?


One big way is to use product images – and use them the right way.


Email campaigns with images have a 42% higher CTR (click-through rate) than
campaigns without images.


Numbers don’t lie. And neither do convincing visuals like this one:

The number of images in different types of email affects the specific click-through rate,
but it’s obvious that images are better than no images. (Source: Vero)
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You can use images to promote your brand and your products to sell people on the
idea of buying from you.


But it’s not just about making a product visible, it’s about making the right products
visible. Make sure you show off the product that you know your customer wants.
Ecommerce automations make it easy to show off your product images.

This automation uses site tracking to automatically track your contacts’ interest in
certain products — then send targeted messaging based on that interest. Get the
Product Interest Tagging Automation Recipe here.
How do automations make it easier to use images in your campaigns?
•
•
•
•

Product blocks
Integrations with your ecommerce store
Tagging
Segmentation
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Product blocks let you share product details and images from your ecommerce
store in your marketing emails to help create personalized campaigns.


In an ecommerce platform like Shopify, you can create product collections in your
ecommerce store and upload product images directly into campaigns and
automations — so you can show people what you know they’re most likely to buy.


If you integrate your ecommerce store with your marketing automation platform, you
can use product blocks to add product images and details to your emails. When you
segment your audience based on their product interests, product blocks help you
show your customers the products you know they want to see.


Here’s what the content from a product block can look like in your email:

This is what your email content looks like when you use product blocks to upload
product images and details.
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The product block function in this email pulled the following information from the
ecommerce store:
1 Product images
2 Product pricing

When a contact shows interest in a purchase on your Shopify store, automatically
send them an email with a coupon for that product — and product blocks to remind
the shopper how great your product is. Get the Shopify: Product Interest Follow-up
Emails Automation Recipe here.
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An infographic created by MDG Advertising shows how much a product image can
impact a customer buying decision:

67% of consumers say that the quality of a product image is “very important” in
selecting and purchasing the product. (Source: MDG Advertising)
Product blocks help you pull those influential product images into your emails.
Combined with tags to indicate product category interest, you can create more
specific product emails for the right contacts that result in more opens, clicks, and
buys.
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5. Reward your loyal customers with
discounts and special offers
Ecommerce automation is one of the easiest and most efficient ways to get to know
your customers — without taking your time and focus away from other things that
need your attention.


Why is it important to get to know your customers? Because when you do, you can
see which ones are most engaged — and reward them for it.


Your best customers are the people most likely to buy from you again and again.
Segment your contacts based on repeat purchases, average order value, and total
dollars spent to build a loyalty program and share special offers.

Building customer loyalty means building up your business revenue too.
A loyalty program is a reward for your loyal online shoppers. It can be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A discount percentage off their total purchase
Free shipping
BOGO promotion (buy one, get one free)
A free gift
A dollar amount off
Membership into a VIP program
Contest entry
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Ultimately, a loyalty program is a way to show your customers you care and want to
provide great service.


And did you know that, on average, coupon users spend 24% more than regular
shoppers? Giving customer discounts doesn’t mean giving away revenue — it means
getting even more revenue funneled back into your business.


Not only are special offers good for your revenue, but they’re excellent for customer
acquisition and retention:
• 68% of customers say coupons generate loyalty
• 82% of people are more likely to continue using a retailer that offers consistent
deals
• 57% of consumers join loyalty programs to save money
To decide who and when to send special offers to your customers, you can use
ecommerce automation.

This automation lets you segment members of your customer loyalty program into
tiers based on a point-based score — then send them rewards and discounts
accordingly. Get the Tiered Loyalty Program Automation Recipe here.
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You can create automations to tag and segment customers, then send special offers:
•
•
•
•

When they first subscribe to a list, send them a discount on their first purchase
Celebrate a customer milestone with a celebratory offer
When they reach a certain number of purchases, thank them with a discount code
If they haven’t purchased in a while, send them a win-back email coupon

Automatically keep track of a customer’s first purchase date with this automation.
This helps you segment your contacts and better understand your customer lifecycle.
Get the Store Customer First Purchase Date Automation Recipe here.

Turn first-time shoppers into repeat customers with this automation. Automatically
reward first-time customers with a special discount or coupon over email. Get the
Send Email Coupon After First Purchase Automation Recipe here.
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Good products and good service make a good customer experience. When you add
customer appreciation and rewards, you get strong customer loyalty in return.

This automation helps you celebrate customers on a specific date, like their birthday
or the anniversary of them signing up with you. Send your customers coupons,
rewards, or just happy birthday wishes. Get the Birthday and Anniversary Coupon
Email Automaton Recipe here.
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6. Nurture leads and build strong customer
loyalty with lead scoring and emails
What matters the most to your customers and your business?


The list could be longer, but 2 of the hottest commodities are:
1 Time
2 A good customer experience
Ecommerce automation helps you and your customers with both of these, especially
when you’re building relationships with new leads and new customers.
• New customers are just getting started and might be unsure of how to use your
product
• New leads really don’t know you well at all, and need even more guidance on who
you are and how to use your products
To make sure that new leads and new customers get the support they need from
you, you can use ecommerce marketing automation to send email campaigns and
connect with your sales CRM.
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How does ecommerce marketing
automation help with lead nurture and
customer loyalty?
Whether you’re working with a new lead or a new customer, ecommerce automation
helps you:
•
•
•
•
•

Create high-converting sales emails
Measure email engagement
Improve your sales messaging to your contact list
Develop your lead nurture email campaigns
Send automated marketing emails and connect automation to your sales pipeline

Automation lets you send email campaigns to track contact progress and get the
right messages in front of the right people.

Nurture new leads and increase engagement with this 7-day drip email automation.
Get the 7-Day Drip Series Automation Recipe Here.
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To make the most of lead nurture emails, follow these basic best practices:
• Personalize your emails and avoid email blasts. Include each contact’s name
but also include content that’s relevant to their pain points, interests, and where
they are in their customer journey. Segmentation exists because there’s no one
message that applies to all contacts, and personalized emails generate 6 times
higher revenue per email than impersonal ones.
• Think beyond the inbox. Email is a fantastic lead nurturing tool, but it’s not the
only one. You can use automation to alert your sales reps to make connections
that are better with phone calls or a video chat demo.
• Use lead scoring to track progress and nurture at the right times. 68% of
successful marketers cite lead scoring based on content and engagement as the
most effective method for improving revenue.

As soon as you know that a contact is interested in buying from your ecommerce store,
automatically enter them into an email drip campaign that encourages them to buy.
This automation lets you enter your contact into a drip series when their contact score
reaches a certain threshold. Get the Focused Sales Drip Automation Recipe here.
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The types of emails you can send to nurture leads and build customer loyalty
include:
1 An automated welcome email series to educate customers on how to use new
products
2 Follow-up emails to keep in contact with new leads after calls and certain sales
pipeline milestones
3 Special offer emails to encourage contacts to buy and engage with web pages
4 Milestone emails to celebrate the progress of a lead or a new customer
5 Review request emails to learn more about what is and isn’t working for contacts
in your automated email flows
6 Curated content emails to offer further help on how to use products, benefits, and
interesting facts about your industry
7 New product announcement emails
8 Abandoned cart emails to rescue revenue and introduce upsell and cross-sell
opportunities
9 Confirmation emails for purchases and subscribing to a list
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Automatically invite new customers to subscribe to your email list when they make a
purchase from your online store — then send them a welcome email series. Get the
Ecommerce Subscription and Welcome Automation Recipe here.
One of the ways you can connect automation and sales is through lead scoring. You
can create automations that track contact actions and assign point values to show
which leads are most likely to engage, or which ones might need an automated
re-engagement sequence.
When a contact visits a specific
page on your website within a
specific date range, add points
to their lead score score. The
score from this automation lets
you see how engaged the
contact is — then use this score
to trigger other automations.
Get the Contact Scoring for Site
Visits Automation Recipe here.
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David Priemer, a thought leader in Sales, says: “Customers care more about their
problems — not only the ones in their businesses, but in their lives — than whatever
solution you want to sell them.”


Ecommerce automation can help you create the kind of customer experience that
shows you care about and can help with those problems – and still leave you time to
focus on growing your business.

7. Send automated ecommerce upsell and
cross-sell campaigns to your customers
You can use ecommerce marketing automation to upsell and cross-sell to your
existing customers.


Your customers’ actions can tell you a lot about what they want and need. Customer
actions, like multiple visits to a product page or previous purchases, can be used to
trigger automated cross-sell and upsell campaigns.


What’s the difference between cross-selling and upselling?
• Cross-selling is the sale of additional products to an existing customer after
they’ve made a previous purchase. A customer buys a pair of shoes and they get a
follow-up email showing a color-coordinated purse.
• Upselling is the sale of add-ons, more expensive items, and upgrades to persuade
a customer into spending a higher amount. A customer buys a pair of shoes and
gets shown add-on products like shoe care kits or colorful shoelace accessories.
Why is this helpful for your ecommerce business? Because you have a 60-70%
chance of selling to an existing customer, compared to a 5-20% chance with a new
customer.
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Upsell and cross-sell campaigns to existing customers produce mutual benefits. You
get more sales, and customers get products and services that positively enhance their
customer experience. (Source: Groove)
When you recommend products to your customers through upsell and cross-sell
campaigns, you can see as much as a 30% revenue increase.


Email marketing can be a powerful way to upsell and cross-sell to your customers.
According to a study conducted by ActiveCampaign, 28% of 546 respondents said
that emails from a business most frequently inspire them to purchase again:
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Email marketing was most likely to inspire people to purchase from a brand again.
These types of emails show a customer that what you offer doesn’t just fill a
one-time need. When you present a cross-sell or upsell opportunity, that shows your
customer that you’re thinking about their experience as a whole beyond that initial
purchase.
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How does ecommerce marketing
automation help with cross-selling and
upselling?
You can make the most of upsell and cross-sell opportunities with the combined
power of ecommerce integrations and automations.


With site tracking and product interest tagging, you can automatically track your
customers’ interactions with your ecommerce store, then segment your contacts
accordingly.


Integrating your ecommerce store with your marketing automation platform lets you
use customer data in your marketing automations for cross-selling and upselling.

When a customer makes a purchase on your ecommerce store, automatically send
them an upsell email campaign based on the product they bought. Incentivize your
upsell with discount codes and free shipping. Get the Accessory Upsell After Purchase
Automation Recipe here.
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When a customer makes a purchase from your ecommerce store, you can set up an
automation that tags them as a customer.


You can also use tags to automatically trigger upsell and cross-sell email campaigns
based on:
•
•
•
•
•

Specific product interest
Number of times purchased
Repeat product purchase
First-time product purchase
Number of times visiting a product page

Ecommerce marketing automation lets you send revenue-boosting upsell and
cross-sell emails to help keep your active customers engaged.

When a customer makes a purchase, automatically follow up with a cross-sell email
campaign based on the product they purchased. Get the Ecommerce Cross-Sell Email
Automation Recipe here.
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10 of the Best Black Friday Email Examples
to Inspire Your Holiday Marketing
Kids are back in school, Halloween sections have popped up in stores, and you’ve
got your Black Friday email ideas in the can. High five! You’re prepared for the
biggest online shopping weekend of the year.


You do have your 2019 Black Friday email strategy planned, right?


People take less than 3 seconds to decide if they’ll click on your Black Friday
marketing emails. If they open your email, you only have 11 seconds to keep their
attention. You need to plan a Black Friday campaign that will stand out from all the
other Black Friday emails.


In this post you’ll read about:
• What Black Friday marketing trends mean for your ecommerce business (and why
you should start planning now)
• 10 examples of the best Black Friday emails (and what makes them great)
• How to create a Black Friday email series that gets customers hyped
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What is the future of Black Friday sales?
Less in-store shopping, more opportunity
for your online business
The future of Black Friday sales is here, and it’s online. Are you ready?


Thanksgiving and Black Friday are the busiest shopping days in brick & mortar
stores, but you don’t see long lines of Black Friday deal seekers camped out like in
years past. That’s because B&M shopping is in decline.


In 2018, Black Friday shopping in-store fell as much as 9% from 2017.

The number of people visiting stores in 2017 was 4% lower than in 2016.


At the same time, Black Friday and Cyber Monday sales online continue to break
yearly records. 74% of Americans planned to open their wallets over the Black
Friday weekend in 2018.


The result? These 2 ecommerce Black Friday statistics (source: Adobe Analytics):
• Black Friday pulled in a record $6.22 billion in online sales (up 23.6% from 2017)
• Black Friday was the first day in history to see more than $2 billion in sales made
on smartphones (that means 33.5% of all e-commerce sales were on a mobile
device)

66% of 2018 Black Friday
weekend purchases from
Shopify merchants happened
on mobile devices.
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The Black Friday sales cycle starts earlier every year. It’s no secret that customers’
expectations have followed: the uptick in open rates and click-throughs of holiday
emails happen earlier, too. Retailers sent 26% more emails in 2018 (compared to
2017).


Ways to plan your Black Friday strategy early include:
• Start marketing now. Don’t wait until you’ve already decided how big of a turkey
you need this year. Plan your Black Friday marketing campaign now, and you’ll cut
through the noise of all those other businesses that didn’t plan ahead (like you
did).
• Boost your email list. We’ve talked about the ways to grow your email list. Update
your mailing list signup CTAs at the start of November. Let people know they
definitely want to get your Black Friday newsletter.
• Prep your website. Create special banners on your website to tease your
promotions. Create a landing page for people to get a taste of your Black Friday
deals (and capture even more emails).
• Get your abandoned cart automations ready. As customers hunt for the best
deals on Black Friday, they add things to their carts to save for later. Cart
abandonment emails were the highest performing automations of the shopping
holiday, with a:

• 34% open rate

• 9% click-through rate

• 2.13% conversion rate
Black Friday is an extended flash sale (with more bells and whistles). Read our
article to learn more on how to create a flash sale for Black Friday.
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10 examples of the best Black Friday emails
(and what makes them great)
Here are the 10 best strategies to use in your Black Friday marketing emails:
1 Write an attention-grabbing subject line (Casper)
2 All about the urgency (Pretty Little Thing)
3 Showcase your Black Friday Deals (National Geographic)
4 Put your best graphics forward (BB Dakota)
5 Create copy that says it all (Cards Against Humanity)
elease the GIFS (Carhartt)

6 R

se humor (but carefully) (Redbubble)

7 U

ake holiday shopping easy for your customers (Penguin)

8 M
9

Stand out from the pack (REI)

10 Optimize for mobile (Electric Objects)
After you see these strategies used in the following examples, you’ll be ready to
create a Black Friday email strategy that stands out — and brings in your best Black
Friday email revenue ever.
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Write a catchy subject line (Casper)

1.

47% of people open their emails based on the subject line.


Even though people want your Black Friday emails, the competition to get your deals
noticed is fierce.


What do the best Black Friday email subject lines include?
1 Company name. Don’t be coy: 64% of people click an email because of who it’s
from
2 Customer name. Personalized emails have 29% higher open rates than emails
without personalization
3 Friendliness. Keep your tone conversational and familiar. Think less hard-sell,
more friendly chat (about your awesome Black Friday sale).
4 Urgency. Black Friday is probably your biggest, baddest sale of the year, right? So
let people know these deals won’t last.
5 Your sale details. Subject lines with percent-off discounts have an average
conversion rate of 18.1% (vs 3.8% for subject lines that don’t have an offer).
6 Curiosity. Don’t give everything away in your Black Friday email subject lines. Give
just enough of a tease that they can’t help but click.
mojis. If you ︎an emoji, great news: emojis can increase your
click-through-rate by as much as 28%

7 E

umor. If your Black Friday subject lines put your customer in a cheery mood,
there’s a better chance that mood will keep them clicking through to your Black
Friday sale email

8 H
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Aficionados of the Dad Joke rejoiced at this Black Friday subject line from Casper:
“Every Friday is Black Friday when your eyes are closed. Because you’re napping.”
(Source: Really Good Emails)
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These are real examples of great Black Friday subject lines:


•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

40% Off. Free shipping. It must be Black Friday.

First Turkey, Then Great Deals!

Get your Black Friday game face on
Rise & shine Karen…half-off Black Friday deals are here

Better Than Their Deals ️

 ★ BLACK FRIDAY is here – want a little help with your Christmas shopping?

The biggest, most amazing, OMG, beyond anything, ever, sale event. Starts now.

If you open one email this Black Friday…

Give thanks (and then get an extra 50% off!)

Karen, your boss is shopping today too

The best Black Friday email subject lines only use one or two tactics. That’s because
if you shove every tactic into one subject line, there’s a good chance it’ll be spammy.
Triggering spam filters can negatively impact your email deliverability (and
undermine your entire Black Friday email strategy).


You have a fine line to walk: don’t get lost in Black Friday sale inbox clutter but don’t
come across as desperate. If you need some help, try our email subject line
generator.
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2. All about the urgency (Pretty Little Thing)
Black Friday emails trigger FOMO — and why not, as many online stores save their
very best deals of the year for Black Friday? FOMO is actually hardwired into our
brains


What is FOMO? It’s the fear of missing out; people care more about what they might
miss out on than what they might acquire. That fear is an especially effective Black
Friday email marketing strategy, with over half of social media users regularly
experiencing FOMO.


Here are 5 popular ways to use urgency in your Black Friday emails:
1 Do your Black Friday deals usually sell out due to popularity? Let people know!
People like the extra thrill of nabbing a deal that other, slower people missed out
on.
2 Is your sale only available for a limited time window? Include a countdown
timer in your Black Friday email design that lets people know they’re up against
the clock.
3 Is your Black Friday special limited edition? Make it clear that your Black Friday
special is a one-of-a-kind item that won’t be available again.
4

Do you want to show off your social proof? People decide what to do based on
what other people are doing. How can you take advantage of this on Black Friday?
Set an alert that shows how many people have your products in their cart.

5 Are these your best deals of the entire year? Announce that if people skip this
sale they’ll have to wait a whole year to see deals like these again (but if it’s not
true don’t lie)
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There’s no reason to go black on Black Friday if it’s not your normal style

(Source: Really Good Emails)
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Pretty Little Thing Black Friday subject line: Don’t miss out again!
What this Black Friday email does right:
• Use a Black Friday countdown timer. Do you want to speed up your customer’s
decision to purchase from you? People quickly act on countdown timers like this
one (from Pretty Little Thing) because they can see their opportunity ticking away
right in front of their eyes.
• A subject line that is all about the FOMO. You can’t get trigger a fear of missing
out much harder than when you use the subject line “Don’t miss out again.”
What this Black Friday email could do even better:
• Don’t be a broken record. There’s no need to tell us that dresses are 30% off!
Bottoms are 30% off! Tops are 30% off! We get it, we get it — we got it from the
headline “30% off everything,” actually.
• Avoid stock images. People know a generic stock photograph when they see one.
If possible, use images created especially in your Black Friday emails. Halloween,
New Year’s Eve, Groundhog’s Day…this model shot could be used for any
campaign throughout the year.
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3. Showcase your Black Friday deals
(National Geographic)
True or false: The most important information to include in your Black Friday emails
is that you’re having a sale.


Answer: false.


Customers assume ecommerce stores will have Black Friday deals. Full stop.


So it’s not if, it’s what.


Simply put, people want to know exactly what your deals are. The best Black Friday
emails state their deals up front. If you don’t, your Black Friday battle to attract
customers is already lost.

Surprise your customers by extending
your Black Friday sale

(Source: Really Good Emails)
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National Geographic Black Friday subject line: Black Friday Extended – Geno 2.0
for only $49.95 | Save up to 70% on Nat Geo gifts!


What this Black Friday email does right:
• Show your regular price vs sale price. National Geographic is a smart magazine,
so it’s no surprise they know Black Friday email best practices: You see exactly
how much you will save with their Black Friday deals.
• Iconic design. If your brand is well-known enough, you don’t need to use flashy
gimmicks. National Geographic gives us a classic, refined Black Friday email
design that plays off its iconic status.
What this Black Friday email could do even better:
• Make a subject line that excites. This subject line is as dry as a pile of National
Geographic magazines that have been sitting in an Arizona attic for 40 years. A
little curiosity would make this subject line more interesting.
• Keep it concise. This email is long. It’s so long that not all of it’s shown here. Your
Black Friday email is not your ecommerce store — so don’t include your entire
store’s inventory in it. Focus of a small selection of your Black Friday deals to
showcase.
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4. Put your best graphics forward

(BB Dakota)
In 2018, Black Friday shoppers planned to spend an average of $472 each,
according to a survey conducted by BlackFriday.com.


How do you design Black Friday emails that nab you a piece of that pie?


Look, everyone knows it’s Black Friday, not Mauve Monday or Taupe Tuesday. And
it’s easy to think that a play on black is the best (and maybe even the only) way to go.
Newsflash: it actually is the best strategy — if your goal is to be utterly, completely
forgettable.

This is boring and we hate this.
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Black Friday email design cliches you want to avoid are:
• A black background. You can let your inner goth out in your Black Friday email
designs — if you use black in interesting ways. Ask yourself:

• Is all of your copy easy to read against black?

• Is a black background your only big Black Friday design “wow?”

• Does a black background work for your business’s style?
• Gold glitter anything. That includes words formed from gold glitter and golden
confetti strewn across your background. And listen up: it’s not cute to put gold
glitter in any package you mail. Ever.
• Black. Red. White. Unless those are the colors of your brand, this Black Friday
color combo is completely tired.
People don’t want to see the same basic email design endlessly repeated by
different companies. A unique (and cohesive) design that avoids these cliches will
make you stand out from the herds of generic Black Friday email templates roaming
inboxes.

No one will scream because they can’t read
this Black Friday email on their mobile phone

(Source: Really Good Emails)
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BB Dakota Black Friday subject line: TGIBF: TAKE 50% OFF


What this Black Friday email does right:
• Black doesn’t have to be boring. BB Dakota uses unique photography that
flawlessly tackles the Black Friday theme in a playful, clever way (but doesn’t
overwhelm their own design aesthetics).
• Copy should play nicely with design. What flavor do you think that black ice
cream cone is? No idea — but it was the perfect inspiration for copy that’s better
than your average Black Friday email copy.
• Have one CTA. This entire email is clean, concise, and easy to navigate. A single
CTA means it translates well on mobile, too.
What this Black Friday email could do even better:
• Don’t hide the details. How long can you get 50% off? I don’t see — Oh wait — it’s
hidden in that huge TOS block. Give your sale’s start and end times visual priority,
and your urgency meter rises like *snaps fingers* that.
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5. Write copy that says it all

(Cards Against Humanity)
Black Friday can feel a bit like a talent show where businesses perform their best
marketing routines. Black Friday email campaigns are the mic you’re holding on
stage. The question is, what will you say?


The best marketing messages come from your own customers.
• What do they have to say about your products?
• What do they hope your Black Friday deals will be?
• What stresses them out when shopping Black Friday online?
Keep your Black Friday email copy conversational, friendly, and use the words your
customers use. What happens when you use the same language as your customers?
• If you say what they’re already thinking, customers know that you get them
• Customers better understand what your products can do for them
• When you go above and beyond to address their specific concerns, customers
show more loyalty
Here are a few articles that show you how to make Black Friday emails that your
customers want to read:
• The Secret to Writing Great Marketing Copy is Market Research
• Your Email Blast Is Bad. Here Are 6 Ways To Fix It
• 7 Surefire Tips to Increase Email Engagement (and Keep It Going)
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A company that always calls customers their “horrible friends” knows their mailing list
wants something outside the norm (Source: Really Good Emails)
Cards Against Humanity Black Friday subject line: Nothing.


What this Black Friday email does right:
• Stay true to yourself. When your style is wildly popular, why mess with a good
thing? Cards Against Humanity (CAH) keeps it real with their bare-bones black &
white email — a hallmark all their distinct marketing emails share.
• Keep people curious. If your email is all copy, you better keep your writing
interesting. Normally a call-to-action button so freakin’ big would be a big no-no,
but in this email it introduces curiosity — which gets us to read why we should give
CAH $5.
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• Make Black Friday a true event. CAH is known for their Black Friday shenanigans,
so much so that they get major media coverage every year. And because you’re
totally wondering, this Black Friday campaign yielded just over $71,000 (and
here’s what they did with the money).
What this Black Friday email could do even better:
• Nope. We got nothin’. It’s pretty brave to have a Black Friday subject line that
literally reads “Nothing.” It’s even braver to ask your customers to blindly give you
$5…without explanation. Cards Against Humanity really knows their audience —
this probably won’t work for most businesses.

6.

Release the GIFS (Carhartt)

Animated GIFs in email increase CTR by 26%. Since Black Friday and Cyber Monday
are the biggest days of the year for email marketing, there’s no better time to use a
GIF in your campaign. A Black Friday GIF adds visual interest to an email in a way
that static email designs don’t.


Here’s a couple quick tips on how to best use a GIF in your Black Friday emails:


DO: Test your emails across multiple clients to make sure they perform as planned.
Your brilliant Black Friday gif won’t matter if it doesn’t work in everyone’s inbox.


DON’T: Use giant GIFS. Any sort of image that has a large file size will slow down
your email’s loading time. Since the average email attention span is only 11 seconds,
you can’t afford a lag. After all, your customers’ inbox is full of other Black Friday
emails that might load faster.


Read our article to learn even more on how to use gifs in marketing emails.
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We like that the blinds in this Black Friday Gif go askew when drawn up, just like real
blinds (Source: Really Good Emails)
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Carhartt Black Friday subject line: Black Friday Weekend


What this Black Friday email does right:
• A clever gif. Carhartt adds energy to their email with this clever animation of
blinds opening to reveal that their Black Friday sale has begun.
• Simplicity. This clean email design looks great on both laptop and smartphone.
What this Black Friday email could do even better:
• Don’t bury the lede. The most important information should appear at the top of
your email. The most important Black Friday email copy is your discount or deal.
This email pulls the blinds down over that info.
• A better subject line. Thanks Carhartt, we had no idea it was Black Friday. This
subject line gives us zero good reasons to click on it.

7. Use humor (but carefully) (RedBubble)
What are the most memorable advertisements you’ve ever seen?


Chances are your mind immediately goes to ads that made you laugh. There’s a
reason that the majority of Super Bowl ads (which cost $5 million for 30-seconds)
elect to go for a humorous angle.


Most Black Friday emails are straightforward, so well-placed humor makes your
Black Friday emails more memorable, too.


But use humor carefully. Your email may be hilarious, but if it doesn’t give customers
the practical information they need, it’s not doing its job — which is to get people to
shop your Black Friday sales event.
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Do you think all that black lipstick smears off on their turkey drumsticks?

(Source: Milled)
RedBubble Black Friday subject line: Get up to 35% off. The stuff Black Friday
dreams are made of.


What this Black Friday email does right:
• Let the joke speak for itself. Notice something funny about the copy of this Black
Friday email from RedBubble? No, you don’t — because the humor is in the
photograph. The email copy provides the important sale info without fanfare.
• Keep it brief. Once you’ve had a chuckle at the happy candy-colored kid and his
serious Gothy McGoth family, the rest of the email doesn’t waste people’s time.
Here’s the deal you’ll get, here’s the code you need, and here’s when it ends.
Boom! Got it, thanks!
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What this Black Friday email could do even better:
• Remember the text-only crowd. At least 1 in 3 people have their email images
turned off. Since RedBubble’s deals are part of a graphic, 1 in 3 people won’t see
those deals when they open this Black Friday email blast.
• Tweak your wording. Expires November 25th at 11:59 pm. Factual, but not
emotional. A couple simple word changes (like These offers are only available until
instead of Expires) would create urgency to shop while you still can.

8. Make holiday shopping easy for your
customers (Penguin Random House)
We all know that fighting crowds to do your holiday shopping, well, sucks. But
helpfulness and convenience are major factors as people decide if they’ll complete a
purchase online, too.


Does your ecommerce store offer holiday perks, like:
•
•
•
•

Free shipping
ift wrapping
uaranteed delivery date
ift guides
?

G

?

G
G

?

?

ake any amenities you offer customers into prominent features of your email
marketing campaign: f you can uickly solve a person’s seasonal problem, you’re
that much closer to a year round loyal customer.
M

I

q

-
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The Brady Bunch reference isn’t just amusing, it invites you to click on each Penguin —
which leads you to a different pre-made gift guide (Source: Really Good Emails)
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Penguin Random House Black Friday subject line: Black Friday Burnout? Contact
the Penguin Hotline!


What this Black Friday email does right:
• Compel them with cute. Penguin Random House has a pretty cute mascot (and
they know it). People love a cute animal (or baby, or…anything, really) so if it
makes sense to slip a cutie into your Black Friday marketing — go for it.
• Solve a problem. Dad loves a suspenseful beach read, Mom devours
Neoclassicism art history, and Sis is obsessed with breeding exotic chickens. What
do you get them? A business that can answer that question for a flustered shopper
will earn so many grateful loyalty points.
What this Black Friday email could do even better:
• Don’t leave customers high and dry. Penguin Random House should have listed
the hours and dates the helpline is active. What happens if a desperate
last-minute shopper wants to use the helpline…but it’s closed? They’ll be more
frustrated than if the helpline hadn’t existed in the first place.
•

icrocopy matters. Small words make a big impact.
microcopy, but it could be better. s it
tweaks to the TA’s microcopy, and the answer’s clear.
M

is fine
? all? mail? A few

Contact the helpline

I

Chat with the helpline

C
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9. Stand out from the pack (REI)
How can you make your Black Friday marketing campaign stand out (in a way that
doesn’t have anything to do with your subject line, design, or copy)?


Be a rebel with a cause by doing something unusual:
• Donate to charity. Give back (and give thanks) with a charitable donation of part
of your Black Friday proceeds. Use your marketing emails to showcase the charity
you’ve chosen.
• Opt out of Black Friday. Maybe a Black Friday email blast works against your
business’s core values. Maybe your Black Friday event is that you won’t have an
event.

REI knows that people expect
to see the same thing (more
or less) with every email they
click. REI isn’t gonna play it
that way.

(Source: Really Good Emails)
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REI Black Friday subject line: Everything You Need to #OptOutside


What this Black Friday email does right:
• Live your mission statement. REI’s core purpose is to “… inspire, educate and
outfit for a lifetime of outdoor adventure and stewardship.” They’re walkin’ the
walk by closing their stores and asking us to join them outside.
• Hash it out. Real talk time: there’s a lot of people who don’t like Black Friday. REI
knows this. With a handy #optoutside hashtag people can spread on social media,
REI creates a feeling of solidarity with their True Fans.
• Give people something they can use. You can’t #optoutside if you don’t know
where to go. REI’s CTA shows you local trails and parks that you can visit before
the turkey tryptophan starts to hit.
What this Black Friday email could do even better:
• ractically per ect in every ay This email has a very unorthodo purpose
which is to inspire loyalty, not to make money . REI shows that they know
what their customers want from them on Black Friday: a powerful statement
backed up with content that’s useful.
P
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10. Optimize for mobile (Electric Objects)
How many people check their smartphone right away when they wake up?


4 out of 5 people check their phones within 15 minutes of waking up, and the first
thing most of those people look at is their email.


Nearly 40% of all ecommerce purchases during the 2018 holiday season were made
on a smartphone…up from 29% in 2017. Black Friday 2018 was also the first day in
history to see more than $2 billion in sales stemming from smartphones.


People on a smartphone are more likely to abandon a shopping cart. 3 out of every 4
mobile shoppers abandon carts, actually. Why? Because many emails and websites
aren’t optimized for a good mobile experience.


The writing on the wall is in flashing neon: If you’re not optimized for mobile, your
Black Friday email campaigns won’t be a success (and neither will your sale).
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Good graphic design plays with our expectations as it delivers information

(Source: Really Good Emails)
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Electric Objects subject line: Black Friday Is Now—$50 Off EO2


What this Black Friday email does right:
• Have some fun. Electric Objects uses vibrant colors and playful shapes to create a
party-like mood in their Black Friday email design. After all the blackity-black
emails people have already opened, this email is a breath of fresh, colorful air.
• Show them the money. A study conducted on email offers found that emails that
offered discounts of dollar amounts (instead of discount %) perform better. And
free shipping? That’s the cherry on top.
What this Black Friday email could do even better:
• Spell. It. Out. How long does the sale run? It says Monday (in tiny, easy-to-miss
type) but at what time? If you don’t state your time cut-off, expect emails from
customers who want you to extend them the deal still. If you aren’t serious about
your cut-off time, customers won’t be, either.
• on t e too chill. Black Friday is our excuse to cut loose ool but if your
email if laid-back and loose, your customers won’t feel any urgency to jump on
your deal.
D
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How to build even more holiday hype:
Create a Black Friday email sequence
A customer’s decision to buy often hinges on anticipation. People enjoy the
anticipation of getting something just as much as they enjoy actually getting it.


An automated series of Black Friday emails builds the right kind of anticipation — the
kind of anticipation that leads to more sales the day after Thanksgiving.


What is an automated email series? It’s a series of scheduled emails automatically
sent to people on your email list. It’s easy to send an automated email sequence
with ActiveCampaign.


Much like in a product launch email series, for the best results you should send at
least 3 emails:
1 The informational teaser email
2 The live sale email
3 The going-going-gone email

1. The informational teaser email (Quip)
People want to know your Black Friday deals in advance so they can plan ahead and
budget. There are already published articles devoted to helping deal shoppers
prepare their game plan for Black Friday 2019.


There are 2 goals for your first Black Friday email:
1 Tease your deals. Create curiosity and anticipation so you’ll be at the top of the
lists of ecommerce stores to visit on Black Friday
2 Give Customers information. Customers want to know what to expect from your
Black Friday sale. If it’s not clear, you’ll lose sales.
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How can you make sure your information is clear? Make sure your informational
teaser email answers these 3 W’s:
1 What. Your business is having a Black Friday sales event: these will be the
special deals and offers available.
2 When. It will happen on this specific date, and run from this time until that time.
3 Where. This is where (and how) to get these Black Friday deals.

The American Dental Association is the final word in all things dental. A partnership
with them gives Quip authority. (Source: Milled)
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What this Black Friday email does right:
• Use black wisely. If you go all black with your Black Friday email ideas, own it.
Quip uses their first Black Friday email to showcase a new all-black toothbrush.
The minty pops of color in the logo and the model’s nails adds enough visual
interest to keep the black from being oppressive.
• Support a good cause. “Brush black, give back” is a great slogan to back a
charitable cause — not only do you save 20% on your purchase, $5 of each
purchase goes to the American Dental Association. It’s big wins all around —
especially for Quip.
The best time to send this Black Friday Email: Send your Black Friday
informational and teaser emails at least 1 week before Black Friday. If you send
more than 1 preview email (we recommend 2), send the first email 2 weeks before
Black Friday.

2. The live sale email
Why is it so important to send an email when your Black Friday sale is live?


Because people’s memories are terrible.


People receive an average of 18 marketing emails a day in the lead-up to Black
Friday. With so many emails hitting people’s inboxes before (and especially on) Black
Friday, if you don’t remind them of your sale there’s a good chance it will have
completely slipped their minds.
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The details in your live sale email will mostly be the same as your first email, with
these additions:
• Update your call-to-action. Change your email copy and CTA so people know
your sale is now live
• Push scarcity and urgency. We not only feel emotions in the here and now, we
also anticipate emotions we’ll feel in the future. If a product might sell out you’re
more likely to buy due to loss aversion.
• Be celebratory. Desperation isn’t cute — use design and language to treat your
Black Friday like the exciting event it is and people will respond in kind.

Quip gives customers more than one way
to use their Black Friday discount, which
removes objections to purchasing.

(Source: Milled)
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What this Black Friday email does right:
• A once-a-year deal. Quip makes sure they state twice that their Black Friday deal
is the one deal they offer all year. Anyone thinking about buying a Quip brush will
jump on (their only) chance to save 20%.
• Just enough GIF. A GIF doesn’t have to be the focus of your email design. A
minimal animation adds just a touch of drama…which still equals a lot of visual
interest.
The best time to send this Black Friday Email: Studies have been done on the best
time to send Black Friday emails. The data shows:
• The best Black Friday email open rates are at 10:00 am and 4:00 pm
• The second-best times for Black Friday email open rates are 12:00 pm and

6:00 pm
Why are these the best time to send your Black Friday email blast

?



Around 0:00 am people often go through all their morning emails (and then catch
up again at noon). From :00 to :00 pm people get ready to leave work or have
arrived home which are other popular times to check their personal email
1

,

4

6

,

,

.



Another way to schedule your emails is with predictive sending. Send emails at just
the right time based when each of your customers are most likely to engage with
them.
,
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3. The going-going-gone email
This is your last chance to get people to shop your sale. This is where you really push
the urgency.

A play on words is a fun, easy
way to add humor and interest
to your Black Friday emails.

(Source: Milled)
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What this Black Friday email does right:
• One CTA. The clock is ticking, so you want to make it as easy as possible for
people to make a purchase during your sale’s final hours. A single CTA with
low-friction “Get 20% off” microcopy does just that.
• Repeat your key points. Treat each email in your series like it’s the only one
you’re sending. Why? Because lots of people won’t have opened your earlier
emails. Your last email might be your first chance to convert them into a customer.
The best time to send this Black Friday Email: Does your sale run over the entire
Black Friday weekend? Send it on the final day. Is your sale a one-day event? Send it
in the final hours.
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Email Coupons: Types, Best Practices, and
Everything Else You Need to Know
What is an email coupon?


Email coupons are vouchers you can send your contacts that entitle them to a
discount on a particular product or overall purchase.


People really, really love coupons. The numbers don’t lie:
• According to RetailMeNot, 96% of Americans use coupons
• In 2016, 126.9 million people used coupons — up from just 92.3 million people in
2012
• By 2022, digital coupon redemptions are set to total $91 billion
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How can your business capitalize on the coupon craze? Keep reading to learn:
• Why you should send email coupons
• 4 types of email coupons you can send to customers (with examples!)
• How to send email coupons — without breaking the bank
• Personalized discount codes to knock your customers’ socks off

Why should you send email coupons?

(By the numbers!)
Done right, sending email coupons can help you…

Grow your email list
If you’ve taken Psych 101, you’ve heard of the principle of reciprocity. When you give
someone something, they’re more likely to return the favor.


How does that apply to email coupons?


If you want to encourage people to opt-in to your email list, give them a discount in
exchange for their email. According to Technology Advice, receiving coupons and
offers is the top reason people subscribe to email lists.

Grow your email list
How much money do you make from your marketing emails? Chances are, you could
be making more by offering coupons. Emails containing coupons see a 48% increase
in revenue per email.
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Even if you don’t count the dollars-per-email, coupons can boost your overall email
marketing performance. According to ReadyCloud, emails containing a coupon see a:
• 14% higher open rate
• 34% higher unique click rate
• 27% higher transaction completion rate

Gain new customers and increase sales
Can giving your customers discounts really make you more money?


Yes! On average, coupon users spend 24% more than regular shoppers.


(Otherwise, no one would ever offer coupons. Duh.)
Offering email coupons can be especially effective for new customer acquisition.
• 57% of people say they wouldn’t have made a purchase at a new retailer for the
first time without a coupon
• 39% of consumers said they’ve purchased a product from a brand they wouldn’t
normally have bought because they had a coupon
Plus, coupons can shorten the sales cycle: 48% of consumers say they’re more likely
to make a purchase sooner than normal so that they can use a coupon.
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Keep ‘em coming back for more
Customer acquisition is great for business. Customer retention can be even better.


You’ve probably heard this famous stat: It costs 5x (or 6x… or 25x… depending on
who you ask) more to acquire a new customer than to keep an existing one.


Offering email coupons boosts customer loyalty — especially if you reward them
based on how often they buy:
• 68% of customers say coupons generate loyalty
• 82% of people are more likely to continue using a retailer that offers consistent
deals
• 57% of consumers join loyalty programs to save money

Get more word-of-mouth marketing for your brand
Literally anyone: “I like your shirt!”


Me, always: “Thanks, it was on sale!”


People love to talk — nay, brag — about getting good deals. 91% of Americans said
they would share an exclusive offer with their friends and family.


In this blog post, BigCommerce asked David Mercer (Founder of SME Pals) about
word of mouth marketing. He explains how offering coupons helps:
“If someone has had a good experience with your company and passes this message
along, they are also likely to point out helpful tips (i.e. be sure to pick up your discount
coupon, or log in to get a free gift, etc) that make your offering more attractive to that
person BEFORE they have even visited the site.


Word of mouth customers come with built-in levels of trust and confidence that other
channels don’t.”
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4 types of email coupons you can send
Here are 4 types of email coupons you can send your email list — plus examples of
each.

1. Discount codes
A discount code lets your customer pay an amount or percentage less than the listed
price for an item. If you send your customers a coupon code for 25% off their
purchase, they’ll only pay $75 for an order that would usually cost $100.


Discount codes are the most popular type of email coupons. According to Placed,
60% of consumers prefer discounts over other types of promotional offers like
rebates or free gifts.

To encourage customers to spend
more, these discount codes
sometimes require a minimum
purchase. For this Madewell sale,
you’ll only receive 20% off if you
spend more than $100.
(Challenge accepted.)
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2. BOGO (buy one, get one)
BOGO means “buy one, get one.” A BOGO coupon or discount rewards customers by
giving them their second (or third, or fourth) item free or at a discount.


BOGO discounts are a popular way for retailers to liquidate extra products. As long
as your customers end up paying more than it costs you to make the product, you’re
in the clear. If a shirt costs $5 to make, and you sell it for $25, a
buy-one-get-one-free still nets you $15 for two shirts.

You get a frame! And you get a frame! Everybody gets a frame!
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3. Free gifts
Offering a coupon for a free gift with purchase can help boost sales and get people
excited about your ecommerce store. By adding a free gift when a customer meets a
purchase minimum, you can encourage customers to buy more.


As an added bonus, you might get some word-of-mouth marketing: people who get a
product for free talk about it 20% more than those who paid for the same item.

A discount code AND a free gift? Double whammy!
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4. Free shipping

Thanks to Amazon, free shipping has become a given when it comes to online
shopping. If you’re not already offering free shipping on your ecommerce store,
offering free shipping email coupons can help you boost sales.


Still not convinced? Experian found that emails offering free shipping are 72% more
effective (in terms of open and click-through rates) and generate 53.3% more
revenue than emails without a free shipping offer.

Offering free shipping based on a purchase minimum is nice, but free shipping on any
order is even better.

4 types of email coupons you can send
Email coupons are like super spicy hot sauce: a little can go a long way.


The main goal of coupons: to attract new customers who are likely to buy from you
again later — at full price. Coupons are a great way to grow site traffic and boost
sales, but sending coupons out too often can devalue your business.
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Think about it: if customers can always count on a 20% off coupon from your store,
why would they ever pay full price on your site again?


Plus, we’re bombarded by “limited time only!” and “special offer!” every single day.
Coupon fatigue is real.


So how can you strike the right balance between stinginess and over-sending
coupons?

Segmentation, segmentation, segmentation
In email marketing, segmentation is your BFF. Segmenting your email list just means
breaking it into smaller groups based on what people have in common.
• 48% of consumers say they want more emails, but only if they’re personalized
• Segmentation outperforms non-segmentation in every metric
• 76% of customers feel that receiving personalized discount offers based on their
purchase history is important

Be cliquey
This isn’t middle school — exclusivity is actually a good thing!


One of Robert Cialdini’s famous persuasion techniques is scarcity. Making things
exclusive or only available for a limited time makes us want them more. When we
think that only so many people can get something, we view it as worth having.


Making an offer exclusively available to VIP customers makes it way more appealing.
After all, who doesn’t want to be a VIP?
DSW makes me feel like a VIP by including this at
the top of a coupon email full of discount codes.
Heck yeah, I’m elite!
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5 tried-and-true coupon email tips and tricks
Here are 5 more tips for sending the best promotional coupon emails in the game:
1
2
3
4
5

Use just one email call-to-action (like “Shop Now!”)
Create an amazing email subject line (have you seen our subject line generator?)
Segment what you send to existing customers
Keep your email deliverability high (don’t be spammy)
Optimize the little things, like the sent from field and email preheader

Personalized discount codes to knock your
customers’ socks off
When Spencer and Josh launched their sock subscription service, Socks on
Schedule, they ran a giveaway — free socks for a year — to build momentum.
Customers shared their email addresses in exchange for entry.

This is the form Spencer used to capture
names and emails for the contest.
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Once the contest ended, Spencer ran a campaign to announce the winners and give
everyone a discount on a Socks on Schedule monthly subscription.


He wanted to offer multiple discount levels: 20% off, 30% off, and 40% off. He also
wanted to make sure that each customer had a unique coupon code that could only
be used once.


To give every contestant their own one-of-a-kind code, Spencer used personalization
tags in ActiveCampaign. Here’s how he did it:
1 He used Cratejoy, his subscription ecommerce platform, to generate unique
coupon codes for entrants — 20%, 30%, 40%, and one for the free membership
winner
2 He randomized the codes, then entered them into a .csv file alongside the
contacts’ email addresses
3 He created two new custom fields in ActiveCampaign: coupon code and percent
discount
4 He uploaded the .csv into ActiveCampaign, where the code and percent discount
fields were matched up with each contact
This let Spencer personalize emails based on each contact’s discount and unique
code. He wrote “Your coupon for [PERCENT DISCOUNT] is [COUPON CODE]” in the
email. For each recipient, ActiveCampaign automatically filled in those
personalization tags based on the custom fields.


Email coupons made easy — and personal.
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What You Need to Integrate Your
Ecommerce Platform with ActiveCampaign
When you integrate your ecommerce platform with ActiveCampaign, you can
customize messages, automate your store, and understand exactly what campaigns
are helping to grow your business.


These are some of the ways that ActiveCampaign customers segment with the data
they already have in their ecommerce platform.
•
•
•
•
•

Item purchased
Purchase history
Purchase frequency
Price of item
Customer geographic location

•
•
•
•

Time since a customer last purchased
Number of items a customer has purchased
Average purchase value of a customer
Interest in a product category

You can browse hundreds of integrations in the ActiveCampaign App Ecosystem. If
you want to get started quickly, here’s what you need to use the four most popular
ecommerce integrations.
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What is Shopify?
From Shopify: “Shopify is a commerce platform that allows anyone to set up a free
online store and sell their products. Merchants can also sell their products in person
with Shopify POS.”

How can you connect Shopify and ActiveCampaign?
The Shopify integration is available on Plus, Professional, and Enterprise plans. This
integration syncs customer data directly from your Shopify store into your
ActiveCampaign account to help you send personalized campaigns and trigger
helpful automations.


You can connect Shopify and ActiveCampaign in 3 ways:
1 A direct integration through ActiveCampaign (recommended)
2 A third-party Zapier integration, which can add your customers as contacts
3 A Revenue Conduit, which passes data and ecommerce automation sequences
into ActiveCampaign for an extra monthly fee.

Where can you find more info about the Shopify and
ActiveCampaign integration?
Connecting your ecommerce store to ActiveCampaign is a great way to connect even
better with your customers. To learn more about the Shopify and ActiveCampaign
integration, check out the Shopify app integration page.
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What is BigCommerce?
BigCommerce is an Ecommerce platform that provides an all-encompassing solution
for a business' online store. BigCommerce is a popular option for merchants trying to
sell physical goods online.

How can you connect BigCommerce and ActiveCampaign?
The BigCommerce integration is available on Plus, Professional, and Enterprise
plans. Utilizing the Bigcommerce platform, pass your customer information right into
your ActiveCampaign contact records and automations.


There are three ways to integrate BigCommerce with ActiveCampaign:
1 A direct integration through ActiveCampaign (recommended)
2 A third-party Zapier integration
3 Automatic import – This option will pass contacts into an ActiveCampaign list(s)
and uses our automatic import tool. This integration option is free and available on
all plan levels, but is not as thorough as the direct integration.

Where can you find more info about the BigCommerce and
ActiveCampaign integration?
Connecting your ecommerce store to ActiveCampaign is a great way to connect even
better with your customers. To learn more about the BigCommerce and
ActiveCampaign integration, check out the BigCommerce app integration page.
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What is WooCommerce?
WooCommerce is a WordPress eCommerce toolkit that helps you sell online.
WooCommerce connects to WordPress to easily process online payments.

How can you connect WooCommerce and ActiveCampaign?
Using WooCommerce with ActiveCampaign will allow you to connect your contacts
between both applications. You can build your own powerful eCommerce presence
and capture new customers with forms, automations, and powerful segmentation. 


There are two ways to integrate WooCommerce with ActiveCampaign:
1 A direct Deep Data integration through ActiveCampaign
2 A third-party Zapier integration

Where can you find more info about the WooCommerce and
ActiveCampaign integration?
Connecting your ecommerce store to ActiveCampaign is a great way to connect even
better with your customers. To learn more about the WooCommerce and
ActiveCampaign integration, check out the WooCommerce app integration page.
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What is Square?
From Square: “Square helps millions of sellers run their business-from secure credit
card processing to point of sale solutions.”

How can you connect Square and ActiveCampaign?
The Square Deep Data integration lets you connect ecommerce activity in your
Square account with your marketing and sales processes in ActiveCampaign. It
syncs historical payment information as well as all of your current Square customers.


To connect Square with your ActiveCampaign account, you can use the
ActiveCampaign Deep Data integration.

Where can you find more info about the Square and
ActiveCampaign integration?
Connecting your ecommerce store to ActiveCampaign is a great way to connect even
better with your customers. To learn more about the Square and ActiveCampaign
integration, check out the Square app integration page.
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